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August 1978

E.A.A. Chapter 168

FROM !OUR Plm>IDENT:
Our total Chapter Active Membership continues to increase at a fabulous rate. Now 212,
up 8 during the July regular meeting. To the new members, welcome aboard a.a participants
in one of the most friendly, fastest growing E.A.A. Chapters in the Nation. Remember, as
usual, the Chapter dues from now until 31 December 1978 a.re half price ($3.00) and include
the receiving of our Nationally recognized HANGAR ECHOES Newsletter. To maintain our current Chapter Member Dues of $6. 00 for the coming year starting 1 January 79, consideration
is being given to a.n additional twenty advertisements for display in ECHOES ea.oh month.
For additional information contact a:n:y one of your current elected officers.

Preliminary planning is in progress for our yearly Chapter Fly-In at Kitty Hawk Airport,
Allen, Texas. It is anticipated that this event will probably ta.ke place during the month
of October. Our Hosts, as usual, will be the Squires ( and Chapter Members) of Ki tty Hawk:
Don Stovall, Jim Rushing and Jack Winthrop. Member Hap Buce, President of the Metroplex
area International Aerobatic Club Chapter has indicated a desire to make this a co-sponsored program to insure a most interesting d8¥ of fast moving events. More on this at
future meetings and in ECHOES a.s planning progresses.
The Chapter Weight and Bala.nee Scale restoration and modification project is practically
completed. All three scales have been completely cleaned of rust, modified to a low profile and painted. Calibration adjustments are now in progress. An infinitely variable
height Tail Stand has been designed and constructed. This Weight & Balance Kit is to be
initially placed in the Bob Cutler hangar No. B-2 at Addison Airport. Location: North
from Belt Line on Dooley Road, turn right into ''T" Hangar Row. At 01:00 PM on Saturday,
9 September, we are scheduling a Weight & Ba.lance Workshop for a demonstration of this
Kit. During the afternoon it is proposed to weigh and perform balance calculations on a
tail dragger, nose gear and bi-plane aircraft. Plan on attending and joining one of the
three teams which will be performing these operations. After spending 150 hours required
to restore, modify and assemble this kit, it will be evident that the Chapter now has the
capability of performing an accurate Weight & Balance on all of its member owned aircraft.
A set of color slides taken by Bob Clark depicting this kit will be available for showing
during our regular August Meeting.
For our "TEN MINUTE DESIGNEE DISCUSSION SESSION'' during the August 22nd Meeting the Subject will be: "USEABLE FUEL ON BOARD AN AIRCRAFT". The discussion will emphasize how to
insure a near maximum tank quantity being available by proper design, installation and
flight operation techniques in your custom Built/Restoration Aircraft.
FOR THOSE WHO MAY BE :B'LYING DURING THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER:
2 September 1978 - Saturday.

City of Gladewater, Texas Municipal Airport
Fly-In - Air Show. Free Breakfast 07:00 10:00 AM

16 - 17 September 1978 - Saturday

&

Sunday.

Annual Southwest Regional Fly-In
Kerrville, Texas

See you at the 22 August 1978, 4th Tuesday Regular Meeting at 07:30 PM. Skyline
Recreation Center, Church Street and White Rock Trail in Dallas. Be on time for two
hours of custom Builder/Restorer information and entertainment. Bring your wife and/or
guests, they a.re always welcome.

Charles Penry

E.A.A. CHAPTER 168
MEETING PROGR.~ -

FOURTH TPESDAY - l:..UGUST 22, 1970

Oshkosh-'by sosh-is the word! We enjoyed this year's meet Es · :mch
as ever. O\n'.' calc'l1lations showed there were aroun:1 5° from
Dallas Chapter 108. To show the relative Bize of the aj r she~•!,
on Sunday July 30th, tho attendance •.,as over 200,000.
1

We saw many new desi Jns <'lnd wer0 able to attenil enc of the
mc,,,,tinss for the National Cl1apter for officers. The ,ieetins
brousht ont some interesting facts which we wi 11 pa.ss a lon,; 2t
the next meeting. The forums were also E,xcellent end many oi=- our
c:embers received beneficial inform:=¼tion as a rect'lt of' attencling.
1

Por a town the size of Oshkosh there are ·wmerous excellent
eating faci li t:i.es an<'l otir rrembers were able to 9athcr J n srotips
~na enjoy an evening together on several ocrasions.
Ac11ins feet are a part o:f Oshkosh, as r.,nyone who ;:;ttenos will
attest tea That's abo1:t a11 for Oshko8h e:~cept it was GREAT
fun, GRE..2\T to c_:ret O'.lt ::,f the ::>allas heat, and GREA':.' to get
bacl: hor:i•~.

;: _physician and examiner for the FAA, \s,i 11
be our 91..:est speaker at the next meetins. He will speak en
aviation and the experimenter; and how r::ed icine can affect
flight a.nd the homebuilder.
It should be c:1 good meeting! There
will b~ a qu.estion and answer period. So if you have any
quest.i.on.s a1.J::.mt your :nee~ ical, the FA}\., or the requirements and
soforth, now is a goocl ti•ne to brine:; them up.

Doctor N,xJ E .. Dei ser,

The second p.,rt of m1.r progr:am wi 11 be a p::esentaticn of slic"'.es
by Dick c~:"ri~ and others concerning Os11kosr-1, for those ·w:10

were not fortnn.at.c enouc:_h to be able to attend.
Boy, F'IJ;.tner has really brought the activities. Don't forsret a00·.1t
the activities in Stephenville.
If you have for :;otten the c1cttes
please call and I will te glad to give them to you. Also, we
have a fly-in at S'h2twnce, Okle1.homa on the :?.5th, ?6th,.and 27t':1
of Augnst.
It will ·h::: sponsored by t:h.e (.:1clahorna Cj +-y EAA
C17a:;::itcr 24 .::md they are a.sking ?!Ver_y·on•~ who w;,.nts to ::-irirticip2te
j n th 0. f1 y-in to com0 up -- they ·won la lovf: to have yoi, ! If yov
neeo morP in format ion contact: Lowell Rol:.E:rts 401:'. -7 3 , __ r; £'?0 <)r
1

t:;/S € J f ..
1

To:n Ja<: 1:sor.1.

)1l\.RR YOU?. CALBND ER
'1:IIE ~?.ND 0}" ,,~TCt:3'1:' 1 197P (JIH•;ll,y:; ':1'IE FOF}Z'!'H THESDl~Y)
HEETING ~"lILL BE HEill PT ~EE •)fTAI, tlACE, Sl-CTL!T;:C
RECF.:::t\TICN CENTER STARTING A.T 07: ~n :?M - LB,J TO
SI/:U"LM.\N, SCT.JTH TO CITTJRCH STHEET, EA.ST TO >;{HITE
ROCK THLIL DRIVE.
DRINC

yorm

VIIFE/Of~ GUESTS - T:.-!EY l.RE AH!AYS WELCOME.

ECHO S

HANGAR

AUGUST, 1978 - BY DICK CAVIN

Here 1 s a tale about aircraft engines that bears repeating to homebuilders:
The salient point is that one cannot assume that just because an engine that's
installed in a factory-b',ilt works to perfection, that it will perform in a
like manner when hung on the motor mount of a homebuilt (or even another bra:d
of factory-built for that manner).
Going back nearly a year ago I had a Lycoming 0-290-G in the T-18. This
engine had been uprated to 135-140 hp. by the addition of D-2 pistons,
primarily, which raised the compression ratio. It also had used the 0-320
crankshaft, which had a beefier flange. Piper used such an engine in the
Tri-Pacer, but the same carburetor and jet nozzle didn 1 t give proper engine
operation in the T-18. We had an airbox made from the Mustang II plans and
the exhaust system was a well built system (two pipes on each side that fed
into the one long pipe). The jet finally used gave good high power operation,
but was not the best for revs in the 60-75% power range.
I next installed a freshly overhauled 0-320 AlA Lye. (150 hp.) and altho 1 it
did fine at first, it soon developed intermittent missing, also in the 60-75%
power range. We changed mags, harness, plugs and no change. The carburetor
was pulled and float level checked and the jet checked against the one called
out in the book - no change. It was run without the air box - no change.
All intake pipes removed and checked for leaks or obstructions and debris no change. Valve springs were removed and checked against specs for spring
tension. No problem, but still no change. To make a long story short the
culprit was finally identified as an improper gasket between the carb by
maybe 1/16 of an inch, but this was apparently enough to disrupt air flow
between the carb and the cylinders. This probably caused an improper mixture
in one or more cylinders. Why it did it intermittently we still don 1 t know.
C,ase #3: Recently a Lycoming 0-320-B2B (160 hp.) was installed and the
engine had been flying in a Piper Super Cub. It started the 1st crack out
of the box, but without the air box it required drastic leaning from 1200 rpm
to 2000 rpm. 2000 to 2200 rpm the engine backfired (black smoke) and required
reducing throttle. With the air box, less leaning was required, but if the
throttle was opened that last 1/2 inch, the same backfiring occurred. An
identical carb was installed, same result. Float levels and jet nozzle
numbers checked against ·the book. Okay. Different (and pre-checked) mags,
harness, and plugs were installed - no change. We canvassed everyone we came
in contact with for ideas and checked and re-checked every item of carburetion,
ignition, or induction. We even looked askance at the airbox and exhaust,
even tho 1 carbon copies of each were flying on another local T-18. (It
had an 0-320 150 hp. Lye. out of an early Cessna Cardinal and had given no
problems.)
1.

One morning when I was bubbling over with frustration, JIM RUSHING called and
said, "I hear you 1 ve been having some engine problems on your new 160
engine," I won't repeat my reply, but in a word it was yes. He reminded 1:1e
that 2 years ago he, too, had about the same problem with the ~60 hoss engine
in his Mustang II just prior to the initial test hop. Our designee, RICH
G.A.R.mER, remembered an obscure Avco bulletin pertinent to the 1 75 Cessna
Skyhawks, which were having problems with too rich 0-320 engines. They
recommended a jet nozzle change to nozzle #47-82-8 (instead of the #47-77-3).
We installed that nozzle and all the previous symptoms disappeared.

case #4: When Cessna went to the Continental 0-200 (100 hp.) engine in the
150 irnri~Hl it required nozzle modification of the Harvel-Schebler MA-3 carb
to arrive at the proper engine operation, even tho' other nozzles had run
fin~ in other airoraft types.
Th~ mor~l to all this is; Don 1 t assu.ne anything about a carburetor, even
tho' "th® book" indicates everything is OK for ~ airplane. A carb is a
d®vioe th~t att~mpt~ to get the critical ratio of fuel and air to the combustion cha.mbarlcl. Anything that causes this "ideal" mixture to change will radically affect the operation of the engine and have
even a littl~
a m~rked eff@ct on its reliability and useful life. Airflow into the carb
(th@ airbox and air filter) can and does change from one airplane to another.
Cowl d@~ign can ~lso be a factor and the same is true about exhaust systems.
Most ®n~im1 authorities flatly state that a Lycoming 1+ cyl. engine without a
11 arofrn-ov@r" fclXM.Ul;lt system is being robbed of at least 10% of its power,
in ~dditio:n to introducing other problems! The proper design of airboxes
Md @xlmu~t ~~irnms it;; a subject that we should all treat with the utmost
oar@. In th@ case of homebuilders, it is important to remember that each
individu~l ~irpl~ne is an individual specific case and what worked fine for
Johnny mi1ht not work at all for Harry.
N

IDv@n oil cool@r location and ducting is certainly worthy of very careful con~id@rlltion. S<;,m~ ~ircraft loc~te the cooler on the firewall, but I have
l@llrn@d th~t tM,t is a poor spot. It acts as a "hydraulic hamrner 11 to 11 exci te 11
th@ fir@w~ll to act like a sounding board, transmitting and amplifying engine
noii@ ind vibration to the cockpit. HAP BUCE is mounting his oil cooler
b~@k of th@ ~ockpit for '(TlaXimum cooling, even tho 1 it involves long oil lines.
IDK@@~~iv@ h~it
an en~ine 1 s worst enemy, either inside or out.

is

All of th@ abov~ is a powerful argumont for treating yourself to a trip to
O~H (or K@rville) to 2tudy how other builders have approached and solved
th@~@ 1nq oth~r problems that ariso in the building or a particular type
of ai~~lijn@. The very good forums on the various types of airplanes are
V@:ey'

worthwhile, too.

Most aircraft builders are usually pretty near their

@r~~tion a gogq p~rc~nt of the time and appreciate complimentary remarks
llbOYt ~@~tain features of their bird and you 1 11 certainly find tho majority

mor@ th~n willing to discuss their solutions to building problems - if they
~r@ ~~~~oache~ in a friendly manner. A great deal of valuable information is
ivgilijbl@ for the price of a smile and a kind word or so.

On the other hand the type that makes a practice to go around giving loud
mouth lectures (to any who are in earshot) on how the builder should have
done this or that, thus establishing himself as the authority, is guaranteed
to raise the ire of the builders. When pinned down as to whay they have ever
built it 1 s pretty hard to hear their meek reply of, 11 none 11 • Ever,notice that
critics of this type have a pretty low opinion of themselves and they prop up
their sagging egos by trying to "run down 11 the accomplishments of others?
I feel sorry for them, for they 1 re sick. Oh, well, life's too short to
worry about such characters. There 1 s too many really super people in EA.A. to
associate with, anyway, aren 1 t there?

the way there are tapes locally available on most of the forums for the
past several years and copies of these tapes can be had for the cost of
blank tape cassettes. Call our librarian, Bil,L KRUIDER., and give him your
request and he'll fill in the details.
By

A lot of people don't save magazines (or chapter newsletters) an~ i~ you are
one of those how about gathering up any of the newsletters or aviation
magazines that you have laying around and bringing them to_our regular meeting with you? Just toss 1 em in the big cardboard box provided for that
purpose. We need extra newsletters to give to first time visitors and back
issues help to fill that need without increasing our costs. Also, a lot of
people nowadays (that's Texan for here and now) can't afford to subscribe .
to all the aviation magazines and newspapers on the market and would appreciate
yourgenerosity with your discarded copy. 1 Course you won't forget to do the
same with those copies, once you 1 ve read 'em, will ya?

In early June a former Chapter 168 member, DICK SMITH, called me from Austin
to ask me to come down and put on a program on building metal airplanes at
their regular mid-July meeting. Dick said wood airplanes, steel tube types,
and lately the composite foam and glass methods were pretty well understood
by most of Chapter 187 members, but there was a big void when it came to metal
construction and could I help, etc.? How could I turn down an opportunity to
spread the word on metal construction and the T-18 in particular? So I went.
We had the business part of the meeting in the shady back yard of President
CHARLES ETHERIDGE, followed by an intermission of home made peach ice cream!
After all this yum-yum was history we got down to the business of unraveling
some of the mysteries of metal work.
We explained the theory of "matched hole tooling" and most of the dos and
donts of metal working and then the meeting was adjourned for the night, to
regroup at Tim's Airpark at 0900 the next morning for the "hands on 11 part.
I had brought
random pieces
head, or nose
with the ease

templates and form blocks along for parts of the T-18 and enough
of sheet metal for everyone present to make a fin rib, bulkrib, and it was soon evident that all those present were elated
and speed of making aircraft parts of sheet metal.

A little before noon we started assembling all these newly formed parts and
by noon time we had a 4 ft. long section of the aft end of a T-18 fuselage
cleco 1 ed together, sitting up on our makeshift bench. We also had a bunch of
neat looking fin ribs, etc., and if we had had time we could have put a fin
together, too.

After a decent length of time was spent admiring our handiwork the whole gang
charged off to their regular Saturday noon hideout. It was an unpretentious
barbecue restaurant hidden away from the mainstream of traffic and people. A
friendly black family run the place and the barbecue was the very best I 1 ve
ever tasted anywhere.
When we returned to Tim 1 s Airpark TONY BINGELIS took me on a hangar tour of
his new :Emeraude, his old Emeraude, a Fly Baby, a Volksplane, and a Woody
Pusher. He said the Pusher checked out tail heavy on the weight and balance,
but the pilot had to hold constant~ stick. (Figured that one out?) I
also got a good close look at Tony's "Melmoth" parts and was surprised how
much of it was there - quite a lot. It looks pretty good, too. I also saw
the late D.E.11..N BUTEMEYER 1 s VP-1, by far th·~ very best I've ever seen. Dean
passed away a few months agowith a heart attack (at 46), but the family will
not sell it. His son is now taking flying lessons and hopes to fly the VP-1
someday.
I also saw a Janowski pusher under construction from an excellent set of
plans. It 1 s a pretty little airplane, too. It is being built by MR. NEWMAN,
who has 2 artificial legs and one of the reasons he chose this design was the
ease of entry and exit, as proved by a mockup.
I finally got to see CLARENCE L.ANGERUD 1 s Varieze at close range and got to
try out the front cockpit. For me it was T-I-G-H-T, particularly at the
shoulders.
Clarence was one of my most apt metal 11 pupils 11 and I have the strong feeling
that he will soon announce he's starting to build a metal airplane. A
brand new Chapter 187 member was TOM KNUDSEN, recently arrived in Austin
from Manassus, Virginia. He has a T-18 started, with only a few fittings
made to date, but will be shifting to high gear soon. It will be his 4th
homebuilt. His last project was a Sidewinder, which he abandoned about half
way through.
CLARfflCE LANGERUD was telling me about the severe allergy that he developed
from exposure to the epoxy. This is a serious and a dangerous situation that
shouldn't be played down for anyone building a composite airplane. Apparently
once the skin is sensitized even smelling the curing epoxy will trigger a
complete set of severe symptoms. Remember - allergy is caused by accumulative
exposure, so go to extreme precautionary measures to protect yourself in
every way! It seems that only a small percentage of people are immune to
epoxy allergy, so dontt gamble that you are one of the favored few. Allergic
reaction to polyester resin is relatively rare, however.
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SPIRIT OF POVERTytt - By Bob Cutler

Our little ragbag Piper PA-16,

The Spirit of Poverty 11 , came into our lives
about the middle of 1967. Peggy and I were looking for an economical (spelled
cheap) two or four place airship. Our search lasted for over a year before
we found the II Spiri t 11 •
11

Having worked on boats and hot rods all my life I knew I was a qualified aircraft inspector. I carefully checked the bird by kicking the tires, starting
the motor and looking around for missing pieces. Satisfied I had a rare
jewel, I pressed $2,450.00 into the mmer 1 s hot little hands, who in turn disappeared like the shadow. Yes, I was had. (There must be a lesson there
somewhere.)
A couple of months after acquiring our little "sky skooteru I began to suspect
problems when my oil consumption went to l½ qts. per hour. (Not bad for a
radial but not too good for a Lycoming 0-235.) I had the only aircraft I
know of that its range was determined by the amount of oil on board and not by
fuel.
As our relationship grew I became more and more adept at acquiring and replacing Piper parts. Our Spirit of Poverty was living up to its name. Just
when I thought I had the bird all wired and glued together with $20.00 bills,
I broke a landing gear bungee and safety cable while taking off of a very unsuitable airfield (cow pasture) in Oklahoma, completely collapsing one landing
gear and going down on the nose,bending the prop and crank flange. Soooo •••••
it was up to Oklahoma with a flat bed truck, take the wings off and load it all
on the truck. That evening after we had the Clipper all tied down on the
truck we stopped at a Dairy Queen. The observant waitress saw the plane loaded
on the truck and naturally asked if anyone was killed. We replied, 11 Luckily,
no; but because of my total disregard for personal safety I was able to avoid
crashing into both the orphanage and old folks home while skillfully circumnavigating the school yard. 11 Nuf said.
It took eight months to get the Clipper back airworthy. This consisted of
four rebuilt cylinders, one chrome crankshaft and a generous helping of money.
She was flying again so lets take her to Florida to see Apollo XI go to the
moon. At that time we felt we were equipped - new rebuilt motor, four crystal
transmitter with omni and a compass that read slightly more than 30 degrees
off in level flight and more when banked. You are getting ahead of me - yes,
it took us four days of flying to get to Cape Kennedy. The first night we
spent in Shreveport, Louisiana. After the RON the flight departed from there
when we had to divert from following the road and establish a compass heading.
We would find two check points on the map, draw a straight line, and follow
that line. At one time our compass was reading west when we were flying 120°.
I was sure happy they wrote the names of towns on water towers but we never
could identify the town of BThe Fighting Farmers. 11 We finally made it after
much discussion with kinfolks as to us leaving the plane and them coming to
get us. The trip back was uneventful. We filed a flight plan saying our
ETA would be 13 hours hence. The flight service man, looking at us in disbelief while subsequently questioning our mental competency, said he had never
filed one of that length before. Another first.
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Within five hours on the engine after our arrival back from Florida, I was
doing some local flying and my new chrome crankshaft broke while over the old
Britton Omni. Luckily it kept running and I put the Spirit down at Luck
Field where we had a hangar. The fellow that I got the crank from replaced
it and rebuilt the entire engine in exchange for my silence in the matter.
Time passed uneventfully after the engine rebuild and I was getting my flying
down to $75.00 per hour and cheaper if things remained status quo. The little
voice in the night eminating from the Spirit saying 11 fix me" had been silent
for a good while. We all knew this couldn't last.
The FAA.er I s mind works in a strange way, never willing to leave well enough
alone - particularly when one has a little money in the pocket. The little
Clipper's performance with the 108 Lycoming at gross on a hot day left nmch
to be desired. The way I rationalized to the wife, this performance was down
right dangerous. A large motor was needed at once. A year later, after nmch
studying on the installation of the 150 Lycoming into the Piper Clippers and
a compromise with the little woman that the screened-in porch sould indeed be
glassed in as an indoor greenhouse for her, the conversion was started,
The Spirit was disassembled and brought home, remaining unairworthy for about
two years. During that time she has been recovered, 150 hp. Lycoming installed
which by the way bolts right in using the same engine mount, full gyro panel
out of a late model Tri-Pacer, Tri-Pacer fuel system and other small improvements like lowering the turtle deck (which I don't know whether it helps the
bird fly any better but I sure like the looks of it better).
It was time to take her back out to the airport. I had done as nmch as I
could at home. Out at Air Park I installed the wings and rigged her, tested
all the systems over and over. Finally one day I ran out of excuses and had to
see if this aircraft really could fly. I had almost worn out the brakes on
all the high speed taxi tests.
Fly I did, 1000 ft. per minute climb at gross, cruise 2500 rpm 133 mph. - to
the wall 147 mph. (I won 1 t tell you what red line is but it is below that.)
By now I think you realize that the old Spirit of Poverty and I have an

affair going that has spanned 11 years with no let up in sight.
When I get the Cleveland wheels and brakes installed and do a little more
clean up on the airframe ••••••••••••••
11

IN HOCK T00 11

-

By Bob Cutler

Why is it that 40 year old grown men act like ginning 3 year olds when they
suddenly come in possession of a heap of 32 year old aluminum called Globe
Swift? There seems to be some enchantment about these older 2 placers. In
all honesty, these old Swifts are one of the highest quality birds, particularly looking back 32 years to a W.W. II design.
It all started about a year ago in Fort Worth. The company I work for was
putting in a parking lot across the street from Tremble Tech High School.
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I noticed an aircraft just inside of one of the doors of the school, so I
was drawn like a magnet over to investigate. The Aeronautics Department was
being closed down and many articles were up for bid, including a 1946 750 hr.
TT Globe Swift. (Aw, shucks!)
The Cutler "Aircraft, Motorcycle and Do Dad Works 11 ended up with 5 aircraft
motors and one GC-lB Globe Swift and a small amount of guilt feelings for
what had been paid for the entire collection.
The day came to retrieve our new prize. I borrowed a trailer from Bobby
Osborn, miles of rope and two 12' planks from a locksmith we do business
with (the trailer was only 8 1 wide and the Swift gear spread is right at
10 1 ) . We arrived with two trucks and the trailer at Tremble Tech about 11:00
a.m. and started loading. The crew arrived shortly thereafter. It seemed
as though most of the people who work for the company were there to help load.
I am most fortunate to have an aviation oriented boss who was very understanding of my concern and enthusiasm in getting the bird loaded and on its way to
Dallas. Things seem to be so much more fun when there are others to share
your enthusiasm with you. (Thank you, Homer!) Twelve feet wide and forty
feet long, looking like an aluminum jungle gym, our caravan was off to Dallas.
The trip was amazingly trouble free except for the sight in the rear view
mirror of the Swift bouncing up and down like a yo-yo on the two 2 11 x 12 1
planks. We arrived at Addison l½ hours later, nruch relieved that we had
eluded the police because of the wide load and whatever else we were doing
illegally.
With our arrival at Addison it seemed like we had a mini chapter meeting.
With all of the help it was a simple matter to unload the Swift. Thanks
again for the help, fellas.
A month or so was spent at the hangar taking apart, cleaning and inspecting.
At this point it was determined that the Swift should be taken to the house
and installed under the carport. Sounds simple •••• negatory. We have ans,
drive and a 2 1 hedge parallel to it with a total distance of 1dc2 1 between
the side of the house and the neighbor's fence. The gear span on the little
bird is 10 1 wide - see the problem? A cradle was made to fit under the front
and rear spars. Then a four wheel lumber cart was slipped under the cradle
and the whold mess was shimmed and blocked to give us a height of 3 1 off the
ground. The landing gear was then retracted and we shoved the entire mess
down the drive and over the hedge with 3n to spare on either side.
In Hock Too 11 is now residing under the carport. I have rebuilt the hydraulic system, electrical system, fuel system including fuel tanks, and have
also made a new panel. That is where she stands now. I approximate 8 months
to a year before I will be flying her. I have never flown a Swift and I
wonder what it will be like !?!?!?!?
11

Our neighbors have been very tolerant of the ''Works" which is a real plus
factor, or ••••• maybe they are having trouble selling their houses. I am
not sure which is the case. The other day one of the neighbors remarked to
a third person, 11 Bob is a genius to be able to do all of these things. 11 I
appreciated the compliment, but the inflection in her voice bothered me. It
had the exact same connotation that I hear out at the zoo when a mother is
warning a child not to feed or handle the monkeys.
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- By Dick Cavin

My annual journey to our EA.A convention in Oshkosh was unique for me in
several ways; It was the first time I had ever made the trip by car, it was
the first time I had ever spent the night on the campground, and the first
time I had ever stayed at the dorm, in 23 straight years.
My T-181s new engine hadn't been flown at departure time and it didn't seem
to be the smartest thing in the world to charge off on a long cross country
on an untried engine, so I bummed a ride with my neighbor, DAVE KERNODLE.
Dave has a little Scamp house trailer that he's taken up the past couple of
years, so we loaded everything up and charged out on Wednesday afternoon.
After an overnight visit in Miami, Oklahoma with my mother and brother we
started out on a long 12 bours of driving that took us thru Kansas City,
Des Moines, and Cedar Rapids, and ended up in the little Iowa town of
Monticello, which is a little southwest of Dubuque. The vegatation and
crops in Iowa were a very welcome relief from the drought stricken area in
Texas and southern Oklahoma that we had just come from. Everything was
that beautiful dark green as we drove through the lush, verdant countryside
and the temperature was a delightful 80 degrees.
On Friday we decided to swing over to Milwaukee and go thru the museum, as
it had been about 5 years since either of us had made a trip there. Perhaps
we expected too much in the way of new airplanes, but frankly we were both
quite disappointed. Some of the museum aircraft had been taken to OSH to
display, of course, and no doubt others had been rolled in to take their
place and perhaps this accounted for the selection presented. Also, some of
the homebuilts in the museum from time to time are loaned to the museum and
are reclaimed by their owners. No doubt, too, much larger quarters are badly
needed to really do justice to the homebuilt aircraft scene.
We arrived at Wittman Field at 5 p.m. along with some 30,000 others that
intended to occupy a few square feet of space in the campgrounds. The
north camp ground had been full since the previous day and all the remaining
parking spaces were gone by late Friday nite. The unbelievable hodge-podge
of expensive motor homes, recreational vehicles, house trailers, campers,
etc., presented a side of EAA that was anything but impoverished. The number
of motor homes in the $30,000 to $100,000 bracket was staggering.
Dave's very compact little Scamp trailer is smaller than his car, but sleeps
4 comfortably and we spent a cool night. The temperature range of 60 to 85
made a blanket pretty welcome, too. Dave had built the Scamp from a kit that
started with just the fiberglas body shell and chassis and with a couple of
hundred hours of toil he had a very compact mobile home. It has a stove,
refrigerator, table, closet, potty, and its own water system. Its light
weight makes it as easy to pull as a boat trailer, too.
We noted that the transient parking area just south of runway 27 was filled
solid on Friday evening (before the official start of the fly-in) and by
11 a.m. Saturday the entire north side was filled, too. I don't really know
how many airplanes that represents, but it's bound to be more than have ever
been on any airport anywhere. I shudder to think what would happen if a
8.

tornado tore thru such a gathering.
out.

The insurance companies would be wiped

Saturday it was wall to wall people - 100,000 of them in less than a square
mile! Sunday was even worse. There were 200,000 of 1 em - a new record. I
noted to someone that the two rows of Variezes parked nose down, with wing
tip fins sticking up about a foot above the swirling mass of humanity, looked
for all the world like the fins of a big school of sharks zeroing in on
bloody meat. Taking pictures of the airplanes was nearly impossible on Sunday.
:Many of us like to take pictures while the airshow is going on and the crowd
is bunched up near the runway, but even this was a problem Saturday and Sunday.
I guess so many EAAers have seen so many aerobatic shows that it takes something really special to get their undivided attention.
One thing that really did get everyone 1 s attention was the :Marine Corps
"Harrier". It 1 s a V/STOL jet fighter and is capable of vertical (or short)
take offs or landings. It can hover, fly sideways, or back up, and is capable
of lightning fast acceleration from zero speed to 600 mph. Some of you saw
this type of aircraft perform at the Lancaster Airshow last year, but it is
an aircraft that you wouldn't soon tire of watching.
The Fox Jet display was getting the barker and hoop-la pitch, as they displayed
two fiberglas mockups in accompaniment to the patter of a clever mimic that
could make all sorts of jet engine, automobile, and steam train sounds at will.
One wag said he thought the promoter might have gone to school with a fellow
that designed a tiny single place pusher, but he didn 1 t say what school.
Nevertheless, Oshkosh is the worlds biggest convention and this fact isn 1 t lost
on entrepreneurs. Nor is the fact that many, many of them arrive in very expensive vehicles, like airplanes, motor homes, etc.
The EAA Museum now owns a DC-3 and it was on display, too. The Outboard
:Marine Corp. donated it to the museum, along with spare engines and parts.
has a new Chas. Day paint job on it and will be used to fly headquarters
personnel around to various functions, it was said.

It

This year there was a concerted effort to park all aircraft of a certain type
together as much as possible. There were 3 rows of T-18s, 2 rows of Mustangs
I and II, a row of Davis DA-2As, a couple of rows each of Starduster Taos and
Steen Skybolts, a row or two of Sonerai I and IIs, a row of BD-4s, a couple
of rows of Variezes, a row of Zeniths, a row of Tailwinds, a row of KR-ls and
KR-2s, etc. (If I forgot to mention your favorite airplane, don't shoot me.
I'm getting old and forgetful.) Oh, yes, there were Volksplanes, VP-1 and 2s,
and Fly Babies there, too, along with RV-3s, Cassutts, Pitts, :Marquardt
Chargers, Miniplanes, Baby Great Lakes, Emeraudes, Jodels, Cavaliers, Breezies,
Acrodusters, Hiperbipes, Ratz bipes, Bakengs, and scads of almost every model
Aeronca, Piper, Cessna, Mooney, Bellanca, Taylorcraft and Stinson built.
This arrangement makes it easier for builders of specific types to really study
the ways that others treat various areas and problems, and gives them inspiration on paint schemes, instrument arrangement, upholstery, systems, etc.,
and is very valuable in detouring others mistakes. The cost of a complete OSH
trip might be 11 saved 11 if a builder can avoid making these same mistakes.
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Another valuable feature in this same type segregation is a better standard
of judging. I was asked to be one of three judges of the T-18s present and I
tried to resist by telling them, nI don 1 t lmow anything about those dumb old
T-18s 11 , but they wouldn I t listen.
We went down the line with our check list, using values of 1 to 10 on the 15
items we considered on each individual T-18 submitted. We started with the
spinner and worked back to the tail. Dr. John Shinn and Bob Dial were my
cohorts in crime and when we compared and tabulated our individual scoring
we were amazed to find we were within 3% of each other. In addition to casting the eagle eye on spinners, we checked cowling fit, air scoops, landing
gear fairing, windshield ar,d canopy fit, ·wing tip fit and light installation,
quality of wing works (leading edge radius, oil canning of panels, wing gap
cover, riveting, root fairing, etc.), aileron and flaps, instrument panel,
cockpit controls, upholstery, aft fuselage 11 cone 11 , empennage, paint scheme
and quality, and overall estimation of work qualj_ty. It was an education for
all of us and several of the areas were very difficult to evaluate. We
found not even one unairworthy item on the 30 T-18s we inspected.
It's not easy to judge things like the instrument panel, cockpit controls, and
upholstery. For instance, how do you score a panel that has a complete IFR
flight group, but a poor arrangement vs. a simpler panel, but an excellent
grouping? You can 1 t ignore the fact that one man thought enough of his panel
to invest more time and money in it even tho 1 his location of instruments and
radios might not be the best. Neither can you arbitrarily cut·points off an
airplane because the owner chose to make his installation a very simple VFR
airplane, keeping it as light and inexpensive as possible.
The solution is obvious: More than one category of judging is essential if
proper recognition is to be given. Actually three or four categories are
optimum, but the economics of trophy sponsors is usually the deciding factor.
In our case we had three trophies available and one of these was for the best
folding wing T-18 WB (wide body) and KEN" KNOWLES was the only qualified
entrant. Our other two categories were for the best 11 stock 11 T-18 and for the
Most Innovative T-18. Since the designer, JOHN THORP, very strongly discourages major design changes, we could not put him in the position of seeming to
approve of modifications (by awarding the trophy he sponsors) to an airplane
with major modifications.
I mention all the above in detail in order to shed a little light on how judging is conducted (in one sector of EAA anyway). No doubt some of you will be
called on to be a judge at future fly-ins so a little lmowledge of the criteria
we used might be of help.
Personally, I decry the competition aspects of fly-ins, where trophies are
given for the 11 best 11 this or that. Inevitably this generates hard feelings
from the also-rans and I feel it degrades the purpose of having a fly-in. To
lliY. way of thinking each and every participant should get an achievement award
and plaque for building an airplane and spending his time and money flying to
the fly-in so that others might talk to him about construction aspects and
study the various ways that builders solve problems. At our Weedpatch fly-ins
we never gave prizes, but everyone thoroughly enjoyed just being there.
Finely detailed and finished airplanes are admired and the builders are complimented by spectators, true, but there is none of the voracious, bloodthirsty
drive of the aggressively egotistical. More often than not the winners put
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their airplane up for sale shortly, using their newly won "title" to inflate
the sales price. I 1 m sure most of you are aware of a local example that
vividly illustrates the folly of using awards as a yardstick of an aircraft's
quality.
On the other side of the coin I might point out that obviously a considerable

number of people do not agree with my views.
you feel.

I 1 d be interested to know how

1978 was the year for a big upsurge in Mastangs I and II, with around 21 of
the IIs there. That prolific builder, John Thompson (Tucson), fielded a
tandem 2 place Super ¥mstang, featuring retractable tricycle gear, constant
speed prop and turbocharged 300 hp. engine, and a ¥.tustang II center wing, that
reportedly will hit 350 mph. at 24,ooo ft. (Watch Sport Aviation for the
complete story of the T-51).
Davis DA-2As were present in greater numbers than before and also the 3 place
DA-3A was there, altho 1 unpainted as yet.
CHRIS HEINZ 1 s Zenith design was on deck in some numbers, too, and the examples
ranged from the record-setting Tri-Z to the single place Mono Z. The Tri Z
had just flown non-stop 2800 miles from Vancouver, B.C. to Halifax, N.S. in
22 hrs. and 45 min., arriving with 4 gallons remaining, averaging 123 mph. in
the process. Fuel load was 170 Imperial gallons and the 180 hp. engine
averaged burning 7.5 Imp. gallons per hour. RED MORRISS, the builder, made
the flight July 1st on Canada's 111th birthday.
The Mono Z appeared as a conventional taildragger. This made it look very
un-Zenith like, more like a poor copy of the RV-3, with its rakishly swept
back Wittman type gear legs.
Out in the workshop area the feverishly working Zenith gnomes were hard at
work trying to again assemble a Zenith and fly it by the last day of the fly-in
(as they did last year). I doubt if they quite made it.
The Zenith is a fine design for a comfortable and easy to fly airplane. It is
well engineered and relatively simple to build. A total of 500 sets of plans
have been sold in 15 countries and about 30 to 40 have been built so far. I
have a set of plans and they are excellent.
Altho 1 30 RV-3s are now flying, only 5 made it to OSH this year, mostly due
to weather problems.
The Sonerai I and II examples were quite prominent also and in a variety of
fine paint schemes. I didn 1 t count 1 em but I would guess there were about 15
to 18 there.
About the same number of BD-4s were there, including 168 1 s BILL STOKES 1 bird.
Chapter 168 1 s JOHN AUSTIN and wife arrived Thursday morning and when I left
at noon this T-18 was #43 T-18 to arrive, making them the most numerous type
of the homebuilts there.
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Altho 1 this was the year that the foam and glass airplane arrived in numbers
it was evident that a quiet revolution had occurred in EAA ranks and the
metal airplane was emerging as the dominant type, far surpassing the older
all-wood or pipe and rag types. There was even an all metal version of the
all wood Taylor Monoplane there. There were a couple of Chris-Tena Coupers
(metal) on deck and a new design called the 11Wind Wagon" made its debut behind
the Carr½ VW engine.
A late arrival was the all-metal Durand negative stagger bipe on tricycle
gear. It hails from the Omaha area. The design concept was explained in a
Sport Aviation article a year or so back.
The final tally of metal airplanes came to around 150. Whether this is a
harbinger of a pronounced trend would be hard to tell at this point. Another
all-metal bird that has been waiting in the wings may be about to make a strong
impact on the lightplane field, also. Mr. C. G. Taylor's 11 Taylor Bird 11 has
now flown and the 80 year old }'fr. Taylor is very happy with the performance
of the airplane and its Subaru automotive engine. Plans and kits will be
offered as soon as the restrictions have been flown off.
The Molt Taylor 11 Mini-Imp" was also seen flying several times and was scooting
around the fly-by pattern most gracefully and pretty speedily, too.
I had wondered what had happened to the EDS/001 a few months ago. It's back
and is in the 1st stage of flight testing, according to BOBBY BISHIP, the test
pilot. It features pop riveted metal construction, backed up by epoxy bonding.
Powered by an 1834cc VW tractor thrust engine, driving a 4 bladed prop, it
cruises 175, tops 200, has retractable tricycle gear. It 1 s a 1 place sport
that grosses 975 lbs., has 75 sq. ft. of wing and stalls at 57 mph. The
flight test program is continuing.
When we start looking at all the designs available to the American homebuilder
we have to realize that we are indeed very fortunate.
Another fine example a£ the all-metal folding ~ing, take homg airplane wa3
JIM 0 1 NEILL 1 s PL-4. It had a faired gear and wheel pants, a pressure cowl,
a spinner, and an excellent paint scheme, adding a tremendous amount of eye
appeal to the original "plain Jane" design. DAVE KERNODLE and JOHN CROOK
spent several hours inspecting every detail and will report on it soon.
I was a little surprised to note that the number of Starduster Too bipl~nes
there was well less than the past 2 years. The Steen Skybolts there wer;e
about as last year or perhaps a little less also. Some beautiful exampl~s
of each made up for any deficiency in numbers, tho 1 • Both designs are v~ry
popular among builders and I 1 m sure those present were not truly indicat1ve
of the Starduster and Skybolt population of the U.S.
There were a couple of Ratz bipes there, too, and guess who got a ride in
one? PEDGY WAY is the editor of Ratz biplane builders newsletter, so naturally
the national editor has to speak with authority, doesn't she? She loved it.
It is a scaled down version of the Waco, quite a little smaller than Starduster
Toos, etc. and carries 2 people around handily. The 1st version was powered
by an 85 hp. Continental, but 150 hp. has been used in another, so obviously
it will accept and perform well with any engine in between.
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Also there was a "Mong Sport" bipe, which used to be one of the most popular
designs 15 to 20 years ago. Two versions of the 1 place 11 Li ttle Tootn bipes
also made the scene. They, too, were once quite popular. The same was true
of 11 Miniplanes 11 and 3 of those showed up at OSH •
.Another fine bipe design is the JV.larquardt t1Charger1t and there were a couple
of examples of it there, too. To many the Charger is really a better designed
bipe than either the Starduster Too or Skybolt, but it probably lacks the
macho appeal of the other two.
There was one Fly Baby biplane there, with a modern looking slab-leg gear.
This improved the looks of the airplane immensely and no doubt tripled the
gear integrity, also.
J .o. ODLE 1 s prize project, the Wichawk, was also on hand and I lmow he would

have liked to have been there to study it.
Two beautiful Hiperbipes graced the turf of Oshkosh with their presence and
drew a constant crowd of admirers. Its sparkling aerobatic exhibition stamped
it as a true thoroughbred among the high performance 2 placers. 1 1 11 have to
admit to being prejudiced about the Hiperbipe, as it was a true delight to
fly. I enjoyed flying it as much as flying a RV-3 if that tells you anything.
The little 11 Quickie 11 was truly one of the stars of the convention. It not
only flew, but appeared to fly well. The take off distance and rate of climb
appeared to be about as advertised and it scooted along at a very respectable
clip on its fly-bys. I predict it will be a very popular design. Perhaps
even more so than the Varieze. I heard several people wonder out loud about
how it would do with a Carr½ VW engine of 25 to 30 hp.
A Spad replica, along with excellent examples of the Fokker triplane and the
Fokker Eindecker (parasol) rounded out the "WW I picture and all these birds
showed outstanding craftsmanship. A French built Storch (Stork) and Waco's
one and only attempt at building a low wing primary trainer were exotic
throwbacks to "WW II. Waco 1 s PT had to be classified as ugly, but its rarity
gave it a certain novel appeal.
The antique area seemed a little lackluster to me, with nothing more sensational
than a Ramsey HBathtub 11 replica on hand. Workmanship and excellence of paint
jobs was a very noticeable 1mprovement over past years, tho 1 • The 11 wet look"
polyurethane paints take a lot of credit for the transformation of scruffy
looking Cessnas, T Crafts, Luscombes, etc. into truly beautiful birds that
anyone would be proud of. Gone are most of the horrible, garish very, very
amateurish paint jobs of past years. Nothing destroys an airplane's looks
faster than one of these obviously amateur paint schemes, that are on a par
with a Mexican Jeepney taxL A lot of homebuilts have fielded pretty terrible
examples, too, but fortunately they are rapidly disappearing.
I was a little surprised that there was only a handful of KR-ls and 2s there.
Surely a lot of them are flying by nmr, but the OSH delegation made a poor
barometer. The same was true of the KR-1 offshoots, the v-J.A.R. replicas.
I only spotted l of these, a FW-190, and it could have been the original.
A Ranger powered 2/3 scale P-51 :tvfu.stang made the scene and did quite a lot of
flying there, too. Its performance showed up well, too. This one is the S.A.L.
all-wood design from Canada. From a little distance it looked almost identical
to its big brother counterpart.

Several nice looking VP-ls were there, including KEITH WINSHIP 1 s. To fly a
really fresh air birdie to OSH and back 2 straight years is highly deserving
of recognition I 1 d say.
The same might be said of the 5 or 6 Breezy pilots that were there, altho 1
I 1m not aware of how far they had to come.
BERT SISLER 1 s geodetic, VirJ powered, 2 place,
performed very creditably, too.

11

0ygnet 11 flew several times and

The beautiful 11 Hirondellen was there again, along with 2 gorgeous "Cavaliers"
(102.5), to point to a brace of banner bearers of the all-wood clan.
Surprisingly, I only saw one Turner T-40 displayed and only a couple of all
wood Jodels. One of these had a custom built scimitar prop that almost had
a semi-circle blade planform.
In our scan of the all-woods we looked at the first plans-built Barracuda.
It was obviously a "hurried up 11 airplane and had already had suffered landing
accident damage. It wasn't even in the same league as JIM PATTERSON 1 s
Barracuda. Incidentally, JIM received a Special Award for his Outstanding
Aviation Artwork at OSH, a well deserved tribute to his acumen.
The ageless Pieten Pol design also fielded several examples, one of which was
Model A Ford powered. I keep looking at the design, thinking how it would
come out by scaling it up about 10% or so and I look at a Bakeng 11 Duce 11 and
say, "Hm-m. I wonder?" There was also a brace of good looking Bakengs there,
too.
The French 11 Rallye 11 and the Helioplane were star performers a·t the daily airshow and I heard many people say that they wished there was more of that sort
of flying, rather than the ear-splitting bellow of 450 hp. Stearmans. I
agree. That sort of thing may amaze the local yokels at the county fair, but
that and the P.A. announcer 1 s corn ball spiel get to be too much sometimes.
The Red Devil's precision formation routines are always a delight to watch
and something we never tire of, tho 1 • ·
One of the most appreciated features of the daily airshow was "the Parade of
Flight". It leads off with a 1912 Curtiss Pusher, followed by a 1912
Bellanca. Airplanes were then chronologically sequenced, pretty much as they
appeared on the aviation scene, until practically every type flown between
the early years until now have been paraded in flight before the audience.
The climax is a United DC-8 touch and go. (Maybe next year we can get Braniff
to schedule a Concord 11 training" fli te into OSH).
There is a built-in trap for the unwary or untrained in the fly-by pattern at
OSH - and the trap snapped shut this year, I Im sad to report. The pre-flight
briefing for homebuilt landings on 18 emphasize two things: 1st, do not
penetrate the airspace of landing traffic on 27; 2nd, do not overshoot the
extended center line of 18, thus getting over the crowd. Runway 27 actually
is too close to the end of 18, so this demands a tight turn to final (steep
bank). This commands a low, tight turn if the pilot tries to land 11 on the
numbers" at the very end. Runway 18 at Wittman Field is about 6000 1 long,
about twice the distance needed to land almost any modern aircraft smaller
than a jet airliner. Prudence dictates a touchdown on 18 no earlier than
mid-field. This allows the pilot to fly the base and final with enough
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altitude and adequate speed to compensate for the greatly increased stalling
speed of a very steep bank. It also permits a larger radius turn (shallower
bank) if the pilot elects to begin his turn to final a little before he
reaches the (invisible) extended center line of the runway, tlms permitting
a slower speed in the turn.
On Sunday, just before airshow time, a brisk cross wind from the SE prevailed,
thus tending to drift landing aircraft across the center line toward the
crowd.
On this day a pilot of a newly completed T-18 from Minneapolis was trying for
an "on the numbers" landing. He alarmed several hundred flight trained eyewitnesses (in close proximity to the end of 18) by extremely low and slow
flite on base leg and when he misjudged the required radius of turn the crosswind put him past the runway center line. He reacted to this situation in
the worst possible way, setting the stage for tragedy.
He went to a near vertical bank at about 20 ft. above the ground and~ power
was applied. Remember what happens to the nose in steep banks? It goes down.
Now we are in the classic set up for a stall-spin. If the pilot tries to
raise the nose by pulling back on the stick and also tries to un-bank the
aircraft by aileron application, he is only micro-seconds away from spin
entry (which will begin with an uncontrolled roll).
The 11 downn aileron on the low wing becomes a powerful drag flap on a considerable moment arm, yawing the nose in the direction of the low wing, thus
compounding the nose down pitching situation. A reliable witness, DAVE BL.ANTON,
observed this full-down aileron application and the subsequent aircraft
response. Further, he thought he detected nearly j_Q0 of down aileron
deflection (far in excess of plans specs), possibly indicating a reversal of
the differential aileron compensation that nullifys adverse yaw. This might
indicate an error by the builder, but I discount this as a probability. The
real culprit was a too slow and low approach.
The above pilot found himself inverted a few feet above the runway and he had
no choice but to touch down inverted. The roll bar and fin touched down
first and the airplane only slid a couple of lengths upside down. The impact
and weight of the fuel on the 11 thermos bottle" gas cap apparently popped it
out, igniting fuel spillage. Inhalation of superheated air was the preliminary
finding of the cause of death of the two men, even tho 1 heroic efforts were
made to extinguish the fire and extricate the two men.
If the pilot had applied power and gone around, or if he had chosen a longer
point, or if he had had more altitude after inverting he might have recovered,
who knows?Ex:perienced pilots constantly warn the 11 gamblers 11 about the ever present
danger of dragging an airplane in, low and slow. Like passing on a hill,
sooner or later it 1 ll kill you. It 1 s that simple. It 1 s a lot more fun than
Russian Roulette, true, but the results are identical.
Maybe we need a cattle prod shocking device to jolt the unwary pilot back to
reality when airspeed gets too low for conditions. Hook it to the stick so
he 1 ll turn it loose and release the back pressure causing the trouble to begin
with.
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When we could finally get close enough to the Variezes to inspect them there
was one very obvious standout. It was FRED KELLER's from .Anchorage, Alaska.
You probably remember his super slick KR-1 of 3 years back. His Varieze was
even better. Some of the others were a little rough, but in general they
looked very well.
Our young-at-heart newlyweds, G. S. and IRENE CLARDY, were married in front of
their T-18 on Saturday morning and after the ceremony jumped in and headed out
for OSH on their honeymoon. After a visit with PAUL KIRIK in Moline and
getting trapped in weather at Princeton, Illinois they arrived at OSH Monday
noon and thoroughly enjoyed a leisurely stay at the fly-in. The Carrolton
Times devoted a full half page to their wedding and did a first rate job of
accurate reporting. They are both 62 and having more fun than teenagers,
so with a hobby like flying, who fears old age?
The Chapter 168 contingent at OSH numbered around 75 to 80, but in spite of
our intentions to all get together under the main entrance arches each evening
at 5 p.m. we didn't all see each other. Here are the ones I remember:
Bob Ardis, Owen Bruce, Marv Brott, Ed Beabout, Bud Calley, Bartie Coyle,
Miles Capehart, the Clardys, Mack Cobb, the Cutlers, John Dean, the Ben
Duartes, the Dan Dudashs, Darwin Frerking, the Rusty Fulfords, Clarley Grant,
the Sam Jobes, the Chuck Jordans, Bud Judy, the John Austins, the Bob Millers,
Dave Kernodle, Ken Krebaum, the Ed Lawrences (almost newlyweds), Joe and
Martin Linex, Jim Patterson, Frank Poplawski, Jim Rushing, Frank Ruth,
Milton Scott, the Norman Sea.tons, Lew Shaw, Charley Freeman, the Merlin
Shippeys, the Bill Stokes, Howard Walrath, the Clarence Ways, Keith and Jim
Winship, the Henry Odoms, Lou Rainone, Harold Miller, Ray Hardy, the
Bob Kirks, Gary Frank and son, David Noel, the John Crooks, the Jim Youngs,
the Tom Jacksons, and Bobby Osborn, to mention most of 'em.
BUD CALLEY, one of our chapter photographers was clicking away. The DAN
DUDASHes got to meet many chapter members and to show their T-18. BOBBY
OSBORN came up in his Ector (a modified 1-19), and the MERLIN SHIPPEYS flew
their Yankee up and then attended the Yankee national fly-in at Appleton
on Wednesday. A~ter they got back home on Friday they left on Monday for a
trip to Holland, Germany and Switzerland.
Several 168 groups were able to get together for dinner and socializing on
three or four of the nights there. One group told about a $14.oo taxi ride
to a suburban dinner house and having to thumb it home. Ali in all, we
enjoyed it and came back dog tired to the bone.
In case you are interested in how many registered aircraft were there, on
Wednesday, August 2 here's the tally: Custom built, 421; Antique, 165;
Classic, 523; Rotorcraft, 31; Warbirds, 125; Replicas, 4; Special, lh;
static, l; Hang Gliders, 19; Total 1,30_3.
There were also 388 people from i2., countries registered as of July 31, 1978.
Those totals will increase a little in some categories to reflect late
arrivals. Most categories were up from 1976 and 1977, with only rotorcraft
and replicas showing a very small decline. Antiques and Classics showed
the biggest gain.
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Well, chums, that 1 s about all of my story of Oshkosh for 1 78. If space
permits next month we 1 ll pick up on the items we neglected to cover this
month.
I would appreciate more input and stories from the members from now on.
It will make my job a little easier. I 1m again writing the T-18 Mutual Aid
Society newsletter, since Lu Sunderland 1 s activities permit practically no
time for editing and writing the newsletters and printing and mailing it, too.
He has a continuous flood of correspondence from 1300 plans holders (5 or 6
letters every day), so this will spread the work load some.
Don 1 t forget the Kerrville Fly-in is practically here, so make plans to
make the trek on the weekend of September 15-17. That reminds me - I 1ve got
to send off my motel reservations now, instead of waiting until the last
minute. See you there.

Dick

Wind direction?
Ask the cows.
On a cross-country, experienced
pilots keep an eye out for little
things that show which way the wind's
blowing, in case of an emergency
landing.
If you can't find any smoke
or water streaks, cows can sometimes
tell you. They generally browse at
random in a gentle breeze, but keep
their backsides to a strong surface
wind.

Compliments of EAA Chapter 383 Newsletter, November Z977 - Manitowoc,
Wisconsin
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Wichita, Kansas
__
By Jim Laney
Impedance matching pre-amp for dynamic~f1'.'l:!ry) microphones or how to make your civilian aircraft radio
think you have a carbon microphone when you don't.
This easy-to-build circuit is light weight and inexpensive. It consists of two transistors, three capacitors,
and one resistor. The circuit does not need a battery and has been put on a circuit board as small as 1/2" X
1 1/2". Figure 1 shows a common military type headset; notice ho\J the impedance matching device is spliced
between the mic and the earphone. The actual construction of the circuit board is very simple and straight
forward. The layout of the parts on the board, see Figure 2, is not :i.mport.ant as long as everything connects
to the right place, The transistors are sensitive to heat and should be soldered in place with a soldering
pen of 40 watts or less. A heat sink should be attached to the leads during all soldering operations to prevent damaging the solid state components. A pair of pliers makes a good heat sink.
A piece of bread board or old circuit board can be used if the copper coating is stripped off. A piece of
thin phenolic can also be used if drilled with a 1140 drill or smaller. The leads of the components are left
long and bent over after they are passed through the holes. The leads are then soldered in place, see Fig. 3.
Any of the common substitution transistors will work for the 2N3710 transistors; in this case, RCA SK 3124
transistors were used, see Fig. 4.
The voltage rating of the capacitors should be 15 volts. Capacitors of higher voltage ratings can be used but
the larger required capacitors will result in a more bulky installation. The 20 microfarad capacitor is an
electrolytic and is the only one that requires the proper polarity when installing. Each transistor costs
about $1.00 each while the remaining parts total about $1.50. Total cost will be about $3.50. The polarity
of the mic connection is not important. However, on the output side of the circuit, the negative lead must
be connected to the grounded side of the mic circuit. The mic will not work i.f the output leads are reversed.
This circuit will also work with most hand held dynamic microphones and can be installed inside the hand held
microphone case.
E (Emitter)
B (Base)
C (Collector)

Well

8

C

SK 3124
Bottom View
FIGURE 1

+OUT

TO PHONE PLUG

-OUT

.01 uf CAP.

-1--FIGURE 4

Impedance
Matching
Circuit

PARTS LIST
2 ea:

1 ea:
1 ea:

1 ea:
1 ea:

SN3710 NPN Transistors
or equivalent. RCA,
Sylvania, etc.
150,000 OHM 1/2 watt
resistor
. 01 microfarad 15 volt
capacitor
.47 microfarad 15 volt
capacitor
20 microfarad 15 volt
electrolytic capacitor

2N 3710

150,000 OHM~

B

B

0-----__,;li-.....+1--1+ - - - - - - - 20 uf ELEC. CAP.

MIC LEADS

FIGURE 3

All of these parts can be purchased at:
supply, 13301 East 1st, Wichita, Kansas
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.47 uf CAP.

Serving- ALL Your NEEDS in:
Heating, Air Conditioning & Refrigeration

FROM ONE HOEMBUILDER TO ANOTHER.
If you Need Insurance of Any KindAuto, Plane, Home. Business ... Let:

Delmo Johnson Insurance Agency
CLARDY S

CONTRACT

SERVICE

Specializing in G.E. Equipment
214/327-4324

9007 San Benito

Find Answer to Your Particular Need.
Just Call:
Delmo (Pitts Special) Johnson
1901 Ross, 214/741-6001 or 747-0635
M.J. Krug·er
817/533-2307
Rt. 1, Malone, Texas 76660

l(RUGER PROPELLER SERVICE
510 Eads Ave.
Dallas. TX. 75203

Tom Jackson
President

214-948-7811

~

AIRTAXI

~

,uoHT •Nmorno,

_

Specializing in Aircraft, Marine and
Experimental Propellers.

CUSTOM AVIATION, INC.
Sitka Spruce, GL-1 Plywood
4130 Steel
AN, NAS, & MS Hardware
10920 Dennis Rd.
Dallas, Tx. 75229 (214) 241-8322
6:30 P.M. - 9 P.M. WEEKDAYS
9 A.M. - 4 P.M. SATURDAY

<;!la/I© /Tlyumy-J
P. C·. Bex 693

Addison, Texas 75001

Henry Brown

Chief Pilot

OFFICE 248-6342

ATTENTION: ANTIQUERS

&

HOMEBUILDERS !!!

USED AIRPLANE PARTS

·.

.,.

~.-.i~-v'
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BOBBY'S PLANES

Airplanes
Instruments
Used Parts
Engines
'n PARTS Radios

8701 Cardinal Road

PAIJL CAMP

214/227-4569

Lancaster Airport

Smithfield, Texas 76080
(across from Mangham Airport)

GEM

NOW! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Fast delivery on non stock items
from our catalog order desk.
STITS PRODUCTS FITTINGS & HOSE
C.A.B.DOPE
OHC ACCESSORIES
VALVES
ZINC CHROMATE
AN HARDWARE
TOOLS
SURPLGS GOODIES TIRES ~
I~STRU~1E~TS
ROD END~
8122 De:-:.:::- D·.

PHONE 2.14 · 35Q-7.J66

817-281-8468
Res. (metro) 268-2786

Bobby Osborn

AIRCRAFT PLYWOOD

SPRUCE

~-·

l!!llllliilil•==
.

GERDES PRODUCTS

-:-------:__

-

BATTERIES

.

WELDED ASSEMBLIES

ALPHA AVIATION SUPPLY

Co.
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